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1

Introduction

Time plays a central and peculiar role in Hamiltonian quantum mechanics. In
the standard non-relativistic quantum mechanics one can describe the motion
of a system by using the canonical variables which are only functions of time.
The scalar product specifies a direct probability of observation at one instant
of time [1]. Time is the sole observable assumed to have a direct physical
significance, but it is not a dynamical variable itself. It is an absolute parameter
differently treated from the other coordinates, which turn out to be operators
and observables in quantum mechanics.
In the cases of non-relativistic and relativistic point particle mechanics
generally covariant systems may be obtained by promoting the time i to a
dynamical variable [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The idea behind this transformation
is to treat symmetrically the time and the dynamical variables of the system.
This is achieved by taking the time t as a function of an arbitrary parameter
r (label time) in Dirac's approach [2]. The arbitrariness of the label time r is
reflected in the in variance of the action under the time reparametrization.
In this work we give the two-stage procedure for constructing generally
covariant systems. Using additional gauge variables we rewrite the original action of the system in the reparametrization invariant form [2, 3]. The structure
of the reparametrization transformations leads to zero Hamiltonian (first-class
constraint) associated to the original action [3, 6]. At the quantum theory
this constraint imposes condition on the state vector, which becomes timeindependent Schrodinger equation [3, 8]. After that we consider an additional
action invariant under the time reparametrization, which does not change the
equations of motion of the original theory, but modifies only the first-class
constraint, becomes now the time-dependent Schrodinger equation [3, 5]. In
the case of different versions of supersymmetric quantum mechanics [9, 10, 11]
such a procedure finds its application, when the transformations of reparametrization belong to a wider group of local transformations arising from the
construction of the generally covariant systems. In this case, the set of auxiliary gauge variables are components of the world-line supergravity multiplet
[19].
Here we construct a local supersymmetric action for n = 2, d = 1 supersymmetric quantum mechanics, in which the first-class constraints become
time-independent Schrodinger equation, supercharges and the fermion number
operator. However, there exists an additional supersymmetric invariant action,
which permits the generalization of the above local supersymmetric quantum
theory. Hence, we obtain the square root representation of the time-dependent

Schrodinger equation.
The plan of this work is as follows: in section 2, applying the canonical
quantization procedure to reparametrization invariant action, we obtain the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation. In section 3 the same procedure is applied to relativistic case. The extension to supersymmetric model is performed
in section 4. Finally, section 5 is devoted to final remarks.

2

Non-relativistic parametrized
particle dynamics

In this section the central idea is illustrated with the aid of a simple model
of parametrized dynamics. We start by considering the theory of a nonrelativistic particle moving in the D-dimensional space with dynamical variables Xi (i = 1, 2,, D) and with t denoting the ordinary physical time parameter. The action for this simplest model may be written as

where m is the mass of the particle, ij = —^ is its velocity and V(xi) is the
potential. The action (2.1) is invariant under the global translation of the time
t' -> t + c,

c = constant.

(2.2)

We see, that the Lagrangian is non-degenerate in the sense that the relation
between the momentum and the velocity is one to one
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The Hamiltonian for this model has the form

In the action (2.1) time t is an absolute parameter, differently treated from the
other coordinates which turn out to be operators and observables in quantum
mechanics. On the other hand, it is well known, that in non-relativistic point
particle mechanics generally covariant systems may be obtained by promoting
the time t to a dynamical variable [2, 3]. The same procedure has been applied
to relativistic particle case [6, 7]. So, having in mind the application of the

procedure to the supersymmetric case we will proceed as follows. First of all,
we will rewrite the action (2.1) in the parametrized form

where the dot denotes derivative with respect to the parameter r . N(T) is the
so called "lapse function" and relates the physical time t with the arbitrary
parameter r through dt = N(T)CIT. This canonical variable is a pure gauge
variable and it is not dynamical. N(T) in (2.5) defines the scale on which
the time is measured, and in the "gauge" N(r) = 1 the time parameter r
is identified as the "classical" time t and (2.5) becomes (2.1). On the other
hand, N(r) can be viewed as one dimensional gravity field, then the action
(2.5) describes the interaction between "matter" Xj(r) and the gravity field
N(T) [12]. The action (2.5) is invariant under the local time transformation
r' = r + o(r),

(2.6)

if N(r) and X{(T) transform as
6N(T) = ~{aN),

6xi(T) = ax^r).

(2.7)

Varying the action (2.5) with respect to XJ(T) and N(T) one obtain the classical
equations of motion for 2*(r) and the constraint, respectively.
Now we consider the Hamiltonian analysis of this simple constrained system. We define the canonical momentum ft conjugated to the dynamical
variable xi as
i _ d L _ m i
P
(
}
~ dii ~ N '
7
and the classical Poisson brackets between Xi and p by
{*i,Pi}=5i-

(2-9)

The momentum conjugate to iV(r) is

this equation merely constrains the variable N(T) (primary constraint). The
canonical Hamiltonian can be calculated in the usual way, it has the form
Hc = NH0} and the total Hamiltonian is
(2.11)

where uN is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint PN = 0 in
(2.10) and HQ is the Hamiltonian of the system defined in (2.4). The canonical
evolution of the constraint PM is given by the Poisson bracket with the total
Hamiltonian. Thus, we have
PN = {PN,HT}

= -H0 = 0,

(2.12)

leading to the secondary constraint, which is the first-class constraint [5]. In
the quantum theory the first-class constraint associated with the invariance
of the action (2.5) under the repararrietrizatioiis (2.6) becomes condition on
the wave function ip. Any physical state must obey the following quantum
constraint
Ho(pi,xi)1>(xl) = 0,
(2.13)
which is nothing but the time-independent Schrodinger equation.
Now we have to stress, that the physical meaning of the action (2.5) is
different from that of the starting action (2.1). Indeed the equation (2.13)
leads to the zero value of the energy of the system. To correct the situation
and to get a time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the parametrized system
(2.5) we will proceed as follows. We consider the following invariant action
r.

(2.14)

Now (t,pt) is a pair of dynamic conjugated variables, pt is the momentum
corresponding to t. The action (2.14) is invariant under the repararnetrization
(2.6), if
Spt = apt,

dt — at,

SN — —laN).

(2.15)

(IT

So, adding the action (2.14) to the action (2.5) we obtain in the first order
form the total action S = S + ST
NH0{p,x) +pt{t - N(r))} dr.

(2.16)

The action (2.16) is invariant under the local transformation (2.6), if N,x,pt
and t transform according to (2.7, 2.15). Physically, the action (2.14) ensures
that N = ~. The total action (2.16) can be symply obtained from the starting
action (2.1) following the Dirac approach [2], Indeed, taking t to be a function
of local time r, t — t{r) from (2.1) we get

}

1

(2.17)

where the dots now stand for •£;. Due to the definitions of momenta there
exists the constraint
Pt + \v'\ + V(xi) = 0.

(2.18)

The canonical Hamiltonian is zero and the Lagrangian in the first-order form
coinsides with (2.16) where N is a Lagrange multiplier. The canonical Hamiltonian obtained from the action 5 in (2.16) has the form
H0),

(2.19)

and the total Hamiltonian is
~HT = N{pt + Ho) + uNPN.

(2.20)

For the consistency of the theory the constraint PN must be conserved in time
PN = {PN, HT) = -{Pt + Ho) = 0.

(2.21)

This equation is a first-class constraint. So, the Hamiltonian equations of
motion then are
Nvxi = {xi>HT} = —>
(2.22)
Tit

dV
pi={pi,HT} = -N-r,

(2.23)

N={N,kT}=uN,

(2.24)

t={t,HT} = N,

(2.25)

d,Xi

pt = {pt,HT}

= 0.

(2.26)

The first two equations (2.22) and (2.23) are the equations of motion for the
physical degrees of freedom. The action (2.16) contains one extra canonical
pair (t,pt) over (2.1), but also contains the constraint (2.21). This constraint,
being the only one, is of the first-class. Furthemore, the action (2.16) describes
the same number of independent degrees of freedom as the action in (2.1). The
equation (2.24) shows that N(T) is an arbitrary function playing the role of
gauge field of the reparametrization symmetry. If we take the gauge condition
N(T) = 1, then as it follows from (2.25), we have t = r. On the level of the
equations of motion the action Sr is zero, and inserting N = i \u the action 5
in (2.5), we can exclude the auxiliary gauge N(T) and obtain Dirac's approach

for reparametrization invariant action in the case of non-relativistic systems
(2.17) [2, 7, 8].
At the quantum level Dirac's brackets must be replaced by the commutator
[t,Pt] = i{t,PtY

=h

(2.27)

and the classical momentum pt by the operator pt with the representation
—ifi-t (we assume units in which h = c = l ) . Following the Dirac's canonical
quantization the first-class constraints must be imposed on the wave function
ij}{x,t). So, the constraint (2.21) may be written as
= H0(-i±,xm)tP(xl,t).

(2.28)

Hence, the inclusion in (2.5) of an additional reparametrization invariant action (2.14) does not change the equations of motion (2.22, 2.23), but only the
constraint (2.13), which becomes (2.21). Thus, canonical quantization procedure applied to the parametrized theory (2.16) yields the correct equation
for the wave function tj; (2.28), which is just the conventional time-dependent
Schrodinger equation.
In the following two sections it will be shown, that the same procedure
without any difficulties can be extended to the relativistic and supersyinrrietric
cases.

3

Relativistic Point Particle

In this section we will consider a free relativistic particle. The action in this
case has the form
S=-rn y/l-xf(t)dt,
(3.1)
J

where m,t and X{ (i = 1,2,3) are, respectively, the mass, proper time and the
position of the particle. After parametrization dt = N(r)dT the action (3.1)
becomes
5 = -m J \JN2{T) - i?(r) dr.
(3.2)
This action is invariant under the local time reparametrization (2.6), if N(r)
and Xi(r) transform as (2.7). The canonical Hamiltonian in this case has the
form
Hc =NH0 = N Up? + rrA ,
(3.3)

where
dL

Pi

m

d±i N

V1-^

is the canonical momentum conjugated to dynamical variable x^. So, we will
rewrite the action (3.2) by considering (2.14) in the first order form, we get

S = I [piii + p0(±° -N)-

Nyjpi + m2} dr,

(3.4)

where po = Pt and x° = t. The relativistic canonical Hamiltonian is
(3.5)

where H is the classical relativistic constraint corresponding to the action (3.4).
At the quantum level this constraint becomes condition on the wave function
,£i)

= 0,

(3.6)

which is the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the relativistic free massive particle. Note, that if we take the lapse function as
N(T)

= e(r

(3.7)

and insert it in (3.5) we have then
(3.8)

Using the relations (3.7), (2.7) and (2.15) for the N{T),pi{T) and PO{T), it is
easy to show, that e(r) transforms as
be = -r-(ae),
or

(3-9)

corresponding to the transformation of N(T) in (2.7).
So, the action (3.4) takes the form
(3.10)

where /i = 0,1,2,3. The action (3.10) describes a massive relativistic particle
moving in the four-dimensional space-time. The e(r) is an einbein, which plays
the role of Lagrange multiplier. Variation of the action (3.10) with respect to
e(r) leads to the relativistic constraint
pl + m2 = Q,

(3.11)

which is nothing but the mass-shell condition. When we go over to quantum
mechanics, the constraint (3.11) is replaced by the condition on the scalar field

which is the Klein-Gordon equation. Hence, inclusion of an invariant under
reparametrization, action leads us to the Schrodinger time-dependent equation
for the wave function tp(xi,t) in the case of relativistic particle, and at the same
time it leads to the Klein-Gordon equation in the case of quantum scalar field

4

n=2, d= 1 Supersymmetry

In the global n = 2 supersymmetric one-dimensional quantum mechanics the
simplest action has the form [10, 13, 14]

where the overdote denotes derivatives with respect to t. In the action (4.1) x
is an even dynamical variable, unlike x, which is odd. Note, that the action in
(4.1) is the supersymmetric extension of (2.1). The corresponding supersymmetric Hamiltonian is

where p — x, nx = -ix and n^ = —ix are the momenta conjugated to x,x
and x , respectively. The Dirac's brackets are defined as
{x,xY = ~i,

{x,p}* = l.

(4.3)

Applying the Noether theorema to the n — 1 supersymmetry invariant action
one finds the corresponding conserved supercharges

and F, which is the generator of the U{\) rotation on x
F = XX-

(4.5)

In terms of the Dirac's brackets (4.3) the quantities Ho, S, S and F form a
closed super-algebra

{S, S}* = ~2iH0, {Ho, SY = {Ho, Sy = 0,

(4.6)

Now, our goal will be to obtain the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
for the supersymmetric case. The approach will be similar to that we have
followed earlier. Dirac's approach applied to the action (4.1) for the n — 2
supersymmetric mechanics in the reparametrization invariant form requires
a modification. A direct way to construct such action is a supersymmetric
extension of the action (2.5), to the local n = 2 supersymmetry (rather n = 2
superconformal group in one-dimension) extending simultaneously the time
reparametrization (2.6). As a consequence of this extension the new gauge
fields /i/;(r),'i/'(r) and V{T) in the action will appear. These gauge fields are
the superpartners of the "lapse function" N{T).
In order to obtain the supersymmetric extension of the action (2.5) the
transformation of the time reparametrization (2.6) must be extended to the
n = 2 local conformal time supersymmetry (r,0,0) [15, 16, 17, 18]. The
transformations of the supertime (r, 9,9) can be written as
~9DoE(r,9,0)-[-ODoL(r,9,9),

6T = L(T,9,9) +
1

60 =

-DS1L(T,9,8),

with the superfunction
L{T,

L(T,&,9)

9,9) -

59 = -l-D0JL(T,0,e),

(4.7)

defined by

O(T) +

i9p'(r) + I9~I3'{T) + b{r)99,

(4.8)

where Do = J | + i9^ and Dg = —~ - i9-^ are the supercovariant derivatives
of the n = 2 global supersymmetry, a(r) is a local time repararnetrization
parameter, @'(T) = N~^2p is the Grassmarm complex parameter of the n — 2
local conformal supersymmetry transformations and b(r) is the parameter of
the local [/(I) rotations on the complex Grassmann coordinates 9 (9 = #*).
The local supercovariant derivatives have the form Do = ]N"^D0 and Dg —

Then, the superfield generalization of the actions (2.5) and (4.1), which
is invariant under the n = 2 local conformal supersymmetry transformations
(4.7), has the form [19, 20]
^

^

(4.9)

where #(<5) is the superpotential. In the superfield action (4.9) IN (T,0,0) is
absent in the numerator of the second term, this is related to the fact that
the superjacobian of the transformations (4.7), as well as the DerE^, is equal
to one and the quantity dOdSdr is an invariant volume. In order to have the
component action for (4.9) we must expand in Taylor series the superfields IV,
$ and the superpotential .<?($) with respect to 9,9.
In the case of the real superfield JV (i/Vt = W) we have the following
expansion
N(T,

6,0) =

N{T)

+ i9i>'{r) + iH'{r) + V'{T)06,

(4.10)

l/li

where N(T) is the lapse function, ip' = N (r)ip{T) and V'(T) = NV + •iptp.
The components N, ip, ip and V of the superfield N(T, 9,9) are gauge fields of
the one-dimensional n = 2 supergravity. The superfield (4.10) transforms as
the one-dimensional vector field under the local supersymmetric transformations (4.7)
1

<5IV = -^-(XiV) + -DoJLDgJN +
di

(XT

-DOLDS1N.

The transformation law for the components
be obtained from (4.11):

N{T),^>{J),^){J)

and V(r) may

SN = ~(aN) +1-{P$+ fa), 6V = ~(aV) + h,
or

(4.11)

£

2

(4.12)

ar

W = ~(cnP) + D/3 - fa, 6$ =—((!$)
where D/3 = /? + §V/? and D@ = fi - \V(5 are the U{\) covariant derivatives

and b = b- ^Wi> - fa).
For the real scalar matter superfield $ ( r , 9,9) we have
$(T,

9,9) = X(T) + iOx'ir) + i9X'(r) + F'(T)99,

10

(4.13)

where x' — Nv/2x and F' = NF + \{ipx ~ ^Px)- The transformations law for
the superfield <&(r,0,0) is
<5$ = £ $ + ?-DsLDg$ +

l

-DolLDe<S>.

(4.14)

The component F(r) in (4.13) is an auxiliary degree of freedom (non-dynamical
variable), xir) a n d X(T) a r e the "fermionic" superpartners of the X(T). Their
transformations laws have the form:
Sx = ax + ~(/3X + Px),
.

6F = aF + ~(PDX-/3Dx),

/? (Dx

.(4.15)

5

where Da; = i-i{fx+$x), DX = Dx-^+iF)^,

DX = DX-ttw

are the supercovariant derivatives and Dx = x + %YxIt is clear, that the superfield action (4.9) is invariant under the n = 2 local
conformal time supersymmetry. Let us denote the expression under the integral (4.9) by means of certain superfunction /(iV, $). Then, the infinitesimal
small transformations of the action (4.9) under the superfield transformations
(4.11,4.14) have the form
6Sn=2 =l-J

{Dg{LDof) + Do(LDsf)} d9d9dr.

(4.16)

We can see, that the integrand is a total derivative, i.e. the action (4.9) is
invariant under the n = 2 local conformal time supersymmetry.
After integration over the Grassmann complex coordinates 9 and 6 we
find the component action, where F(r) is an auxiliary field, and it can be
eliminated using its equation of motion. Finally, the action Sn=2, in terms of
the components of the superfields N and <J>, takes the form

(4.17)
where Dx and Dx are defined above. The action (4.17) does not include the
kinetic terms for N, ip, ip and V, they are not dynamical. This fact is reflected
in the primary constraints
dln=2 _
ON
p

—

± y

-—

n

p

'

*

_ dLn=2
dip
dp

"• ==2 — r\
•

—

Uj

11

dLn=2 _

dp

n

,.

R,

where P^, P^, P^ and Pv are the canonical momenta conjugate to N, ip, V> and
V, respectively. Then, the canonical Hamiltonian corresponding to the action
S n = 2 in (4.17) is
V

Hc = NH0 + ^S - p +
where
is

HQ,S,S

-F,

(4.19)

and F are defined in (4.2, 4.4, 4.5), and the total Hamiltonian
HT = Hc + uNPN + ityP^ + UjPj + uvPv-

(4.20)

The secondary constraints are first-class constraints
Ho = 0,

5 = 0,

S = 0,

F = Q,

(4.21)

which are obtained using the standard Dirac's procedure, i.e., the time derivatives of the primary constraints must be vanishing for all the P^, P^, P^, and
PvIn the quantum theory the first-class constraints (4.21) associated with
the invariance of the action (4.17) become conditions on the wave function
ip — i>(x,x,X)- The quantum constraints are
Hoip =

0,

Sip = Sip = 0,

Ftp = 0,

(4.22)

which are obtained when we change the classical dynamical variables by their
corresponding operators. The first equation in (4.22) is the Schrodiiiger equation, a state with zero energy. Therefore, we have the time-independent
Schrodinger equation, this fact is due to the invariance under the reparametrization symmetry of the action (4.17), this problem is well-known as the
"problem of time" [1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ] .
So, in order to have a time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the supersymmetric quantum mechanics, we consider the generalization of the reparametrization invariant action Sr in (2.14). In the case of n = 2 local supersymmetry it has the superfield form
^

(4.23)

The action (4.23) is determined in terms of the new superfields T and
P. The superfield T is determined by the odd complex times, T)(T) and f)(r),
which are the superpartners of the time t(r), and one auxiliary field m'(r).
Explicitly, we have
T(r, 9, B) = t(r) + 9r)'{r) - 9TJ'{T) + m'[r)99,

12

(4.24)

where rf = A^1/2ry and m' — Nrn + ^{VV + 4>v)- The transformation rule
for the superfield T(r, 6,6) under the n = 2 local conformal supersymmetry
transformations (4.7) is
<5T = LT + l-DgLD0T +

1

-DO1LDST.

(4.25)

The superfield P{T, 6,6) has the form
JP(r.e, 0) = p(r) + iBj/n(T) + ity(T)
where p'rj = Nl/2pv

+ p't(T)80,

(4.26)

and p't = Npt + \(i>Pr\ — 4>Pv)- Pv and pn are the odd

complex momenta, i.e. the superpartners of the momentum pt. The superfield
IP transforms as
5P = LP+

l

-D-0LD0P

%

+

-D0LD-0P.

(4.27)

It is easy to show, that the infinitesimal small transformations of the action
"SV(n=2) under the transformations (4.11, 4.25, 4.27) is a total derivative, then
the action 5 r ( n=2 ) is invariant under the n — 2 local supersymmetric transformations (4.7).
After integration over 9 and 6 the action (4.23) may be written in its
component form
5r(n=2)

=

J lpt{i + N) + ir]pTI + ifjpfj +-{pv

+ fjpt)

~

~^(Pv + VPt) + -^{riPv ~ VPv) + PpiP ~ 2#fy - ^Pv)

(4-28)
[

dT

-

As we will see later, the variables p and pp are auxiliary, in the sense, that they
can be eliminated from the physical variables by some unitary transformation.
Proceeding to Hamiltonian formulation we have the following constraints
n3(r?)

=

Pv-ipTI

= Q,

n 4 (R,) = Pp, = 0,

(4.29)

where
P, =

Lr ( =2)
,
a ?

Pp, =

L ( =2)

a"

( 4 - 3 °)

are the odd momenta conjugated to r/, pTj and their respective complex conjugate. We define the odd canonical Poisson brackets as
{r,,Pv} = l,

{p,,P Pll } = l.

13

(4.31)

So, the constraints (4.29) are of the second-class. Defining the matrix (symmetric for the Grassmann variables) constraint C^ (i,k = rj,pv,fj,Pfj) as the
odd Poisson brackets, we have the following non-zero matrix elements
Cw

= C^i

= ( n 3 . n 4 = -*.

c

n,v, = CV,,A = {n 5 , n 6 } = -i

(4.32)

with their inverse matrix (C~l)v'Pri = i and (C~1)f''p'< = i. The only non-zero
Dirac's brackets are

{v,PnY = -h

{v,PvY = -i-

(4-33)

So, if we take the additional term (4.23) the full action will be
~§ = Sn=2 + Sr(n=2).

(4.34)

Then, the canonical Hamiltonian for the action S will have the form

Ac = N(Pt + Ho) - ^(-Sfl + S) + | ( 5 , + S) + ~(Fri + F),

(4.35)

where Sv = {Sv-ipppv), Sn = (S^-ip^)
and STj = (pv+f)Pt), Srl = {-pn~r]pt),
Fri = {VPy - VPtj)- As we mentioned earlier the variables p and pp can be
eliminated. For this goal we make the canonical transformations:
pn{\ - ipp)

= pn,

-——- = fj,
J

Pg(l+*Pp)

(4.36)

ip

TX^T=^'

= Pv,

1 T

iPp

and after that the unitary transformation is
H -> UHU'1

(4.37)

with U = exp(ir)fjptpp). One can check that allpp dependence of Hc disappears.
So, we can omit all tildes and write the Hamiltonian in the form
Hc = N(pt + Ho) - | ( - S 5 + S) + | ( 5 , + S) + ^{Fn + F).

(4.38)

And the total Hamiltonian is
HT = HC + uNPN + u+Pi, + ujPj + uvPv-

14

(4.39)

Due to the conditions
PN = Pi, = P$ = Pv = 0,

(4.40)

we now have the first-class constraints
H=pt + H0,

QV = SV + S,

Q^-Sfj

+ S,

r = Fv + F. (4.41)

The constraints (4.41) form a closed superalgebra with respect to the Dirac's
brackets
{H,Qvy = {H,Qny = 0,
{T,Q71Y

= iQv, {f,Qny

(4.42)

= -iQrr

After quantization the Dirac's brackets (4.33) become anticomutator for the
odd variables
{V,PV}

= i{v,PvY = l,

{f),Pt} = i{v,PnY = l>

(4-43)

with the operator representation pv = ~ and Pf, = §1. In order to obtain the
quantum expression for H,Qn,Qfj and T we use the operator representation
P = ~{ii a n d X, X as {x,x} = 1, X = o-(-) and x = &(+)> where o± =
|((7[ ± ia2). We have then
H = -i~+H0{p,x,x,x),

Qr,= (^~in^)+S(p,x,x),

(4.44)

where

and F = \[x,x] = §03- I n (4-44) Sv = (^ - ir}§-t) and 5^ = (-•§= + irj§-t) are
the generators of supertranslations on the superspace with coordinates (t,r),ff)
and pt = — ij^ is the ordinary time translation operator
{Sv,STl} =2i~,

(4.45)

and Fv — (rjf- — ?}•$=) is the generator of the U(l) rotation of the complex
Grassmann coordinates r\ [r\ = rf). The algebra of the quantum generators
HQ,S,S
and F is a closed superalgebra
{5,5} = 2H0,
rrricl
[.T, OJ

C
— —Oj

[5, Ho] = [S, Ho] = [F, HQ] = 0,
f E1 Ci
C
[ r , Dj — O,
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Q^ o2 n
O — O — Uj

(4.46)

the conserved quantities are H0,S,S and F. We can see, that the generators
H, Qv, Qfj and T satisfy the same superalgebra
{Qv,Qv}

= 2H,

[Qv,H] = lQn,H} = {F,H} = Q,

(4.47)

In the quantum theory the first-class constraints (4.44) become conditions on
the wave function \I>. So, we have the supersymraetric quantum constraints
=

0,

Q^

= 0,

Qi,V = 0,

W

= Q.

(4.48)

We will search the wave function in the superfield form

This wave function must satisfy the quantum constraints (4.48). In (4.49) if), (
are even components of the wave function, unlike a, cj>, which are odd. We take
the constraints
Qv*

=

0,

Q , * = 0,

(4.50)

and due to the algebra (4.47) we have
{Qv,Qrl}^

= 2H^ = Q.

(4.51)

This is the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The conditions (4.50) lead to the following form of the wave
function
(SS
SS)l
(4.52)
where the function ip(t, x, X) satisfies the standard time-dependent Schrodinger
equation

^

^

,X,x).

(4-53)

If we put in the Schrodinger equation (4.53) the condition of the stationary
states given by ^ = 0, we will have Hoii = 0 and due to the algebra (4.46)
we obtain Sip = Sip = 0 and the wave function $» becomes wave function

1>(z,x,x){10, 11, 19, 20].
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5

Conclusions

In this work we have considered systems (including susy), which are not parametrized. Such systems always may be done in a parametrized invariant form.
We developed the two-stage procedure of such construction which is applicable in the supersymmetric case as well. First of all, we include in the action
the auxiliary gauge field to ensure the reparametrization invariance of the action. Hence, the system of constraints contains generator of reparametrization,
which is the Hamiltonian generator. It must annihilate the physical states, this
leads to time-independet Schrodinger equation Hoij) = 0. It means, that in the
modified system only zero energy states are physical.
In order to have a time-dependent Schrodinger equation, i.e. to describe
the quantum evolution of the initial system, as we shown in this work, an additional invariant action Sr may be always constructed. The additional action
does not change the equations of motion, but the constraint system, one of
which becomes time-dependent Schrodinger equation. From our point of view,
this fact is very important in those cases, when starting systems are invariant
under reparametrization of time, such systems as: general relativity, cosmological models, string theories. These theories contain auxiliary additional gauge
degree of freedom (lapse and shift functions) [25]. Such theories have the problem which in literature is known as the "problem of time" [l, 3]. For instance,
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [26].
Naturally, the question arising as a result of this work is: could we construct
an additional invariant under general covariant transformations action? If the
result of this question is positive, then the additional action will remain without
any changes the equations for the physical degree of freedom of the system,
but the constraint will be modified leading to time-dependent Schrodinger
equation.
Without any difficulties our procedure may be generalized to D-dimensional
extended supersymmetry mechanics [14, 21]. This is due to the fact, that the
full algebra of the transformations is closed off-shell, and it is n = 2 local
confomial supersymmetry. So, our procedure represents a direct possibility to
apply the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism [22, 23, 24] to supersymmetric systems.
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Ткач В.И., Пашнев А.И., Росалес Х.Г.
Е2-99-311
Репараметризационная инвариантность и уравнение Шредингера
Рассмотрено уравнение Шредингера со временем для систем, инвариантных относительно репараметризации времени. Развит общий метод построения таких систем из систем, не обладающих репараметризационной инвариантностью. На квантовом уровне одна из связей, генерирующая преобразование времени, должна зануляться на физических состояниях, что и приводит
к уравнению Шредингера со временем. Предложенный метод применим также и в суперсимметричных моделях. Построена п = 2 суперсимметричная
квантовая механика с локальной суперсимметрией, достигающейся за счет
связи с супергравитационным мультиплетом на мировой линии. Показано, что
рассмотрение такого действия приводит к квантовым суперсимметричным
связям, одна из которых является уравнением Шредингера со временем, а ее
суперпартнеры представляют собой квадратные корни из этого уравнения.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Боголюбова ОИЯИ.
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Reparametrization Invariance and the Schro'dinger Equation

E2-99-311

In the present work we consider a time-dependent Schrodinger equation for
systems invariant under the reparametrization of time. We develop the two-stage
procedure of construction such systems from a given initial ones, which are not invariant under the time reparametrization. One of the first-class constraints of the
systems in such description becomes the time-dependent Schrodinger equation.
The procedure is applicable in the supersymmetric theories as well. The n = 2
supersymmetric quantum mechanics is coupled to world-line supergravity, and the
local supersymmetric action is constructed leading to the square root representation of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation.
The investigation has
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